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The Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra at Gilgit

Manuscripts, Worshippers, and Artists

Oskar von Hinüber

T HE Gilgit library, the only surviving library from ancient India, was 
discovered by chance in 19�1 at Naupur near Gilgit at the site of an 

ancient building often mistakenly thought to have been a stËpa. Recent 
researches by G. Fussman, however, point into a different direction. As 
far as this can be deduced from the rather poorly documented 
archaeological evidence, the building was a small lived-in tower rather 
and a living place for monks thus resembling edifices, which can be 
seen on images from ancient Gandhåra. The monk(s), who used this 
small perhaps two-storied building, served as religious advisers, 
possibly also practitioners of rituals, and certainly as healers to the local 
Buddhist community. This is confirmed by two medical texts found 
among the books recovered from Naupur/Gilgit. Recently Fussman’s 
findings were more supplemented than contradicted by G. Schopen, who 
certainly correctly emphasized other activities of the monks as scribes 
and copyists of Buddhist manuscripts1. The site seems to be covered by 
a Muslim cemetery today2.

It is impossible at present to determine the exact number of texts, or, 
perhaps titles rather�, and manuscripts preserved in this library once. 
One of the reasons is that the facsimile edition, useful as it is, does not 
allow reassembling the folios dispersed after the discovery of 
manuscripts split up into different parts4. This could be done only in 
using the originals�. Consequently, only an estimate is possible 
according to which there were approximately �0 manuscripts containing 
�7 titles plus 17 Avadånas, which may or may not have been preserved 
as separate texts or as parts of an as yet uncertain number of Avadåna 
collections.

The Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra figures prominently among the Gilgit 
manuscripts, because no less than four manuscripts are preserved in the 
collection. Three manuscripts are kept in the National Archives in New 
Delhi which are split up into different parts numbered as serial nos. 44, 
4�, 47a, 48, and 49. Moreover, there are stray folios in the serial 
numbers �0a, �2a, �2d,2�. 
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 A large number of these folios was edited by Shoko Watanabe: 
Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra Manuscripts Found at Gilgit. Tokyo Part I 
(1972), Part 2 (1974), whose “Group A” comprises the 120 folios from 
serial no. 4� (FE pages 281�-�0�2), “Group B” comprises 14 folios 
from serial no. 44 (FE pages 278�-2812), �� folios from serial no. 47a 
(FE pages �0��-�118), while 2 folios from serial no. 49 (FE pages 
�217-�220) and 2 folios from serial no. �2d,2 (FE pages ��11-��12) are 
missing in S. Watanabe’s edition though they actually are folios 99, a 
fragment from the XXth Parivarta as well as 71 and 72 of his “Group B” 
respectively. The same is true for serial no. �2a (FE page ��0�), which 
consists of the right half of folio 102a,b in S. Watanabe’s edition and of 
folios �� and 98 of “Group B” (FE pages �49�/�49� and �499/��00) 
buried in serial no. �0, which otherwise contains folios of a large 
Prajñåpåramitå text. Lastly, serial no. 48 (FE pages �121-�21�) contains 
48 folios of S. Watanabe’s “Group C”, which were edited by Hirofumi 
Toda: Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra Gilgit Manuscripts (Groups B and C), 
in: Tokushima Daigaku KyØyØbu KiyØ (Jinbun-Shakai Kagaku) 14. 
1979, p. 249-�04, particularly p. 249-�00. Twenty additional folios of 
this manuscript were edited later also by H. Toda: Gilgit Manuscripts 
(Tucci’s Collection) Group C, in: Tokushima Daigaku KyØyØbu 
Rinrigakka kiyØ 1�. 1988. This transcript is based on photos preserved 
in Rome and published by Raniero Gnoli: The Gilgit Manuscript of the 
Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtram, in: Orientalia Iosephi Tucci Memoriae 
Dicata. Vol. II. Serie Orientale Roma LVI, 2. Rome 1987, p. ��� and 
plates I-XX. Lastly, seven folios are preserved in the British Library. 
Only this part of the manuscript appears in S. Watanabe’s edition as 
“Group C.”

Finally, a large fragment of a fourth Gilgit manuscript comprising �0 
folios which are preserved today in Kashmir (the exact location is not 
known) was edited by O. v. Hinüber: A new fragmentary manuscript of 
the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra. Tokyo 19827. A facsimile of all fragments 
accompanies by this edition.

Apart from this facsimile, the Gilgit manuscripts of the Saddharma-
puˆ∂ar¥kasËtra are also available in black and white facsimiles, which 
were published from Delhi between 19�9 and 1974 by Lokesh Chandra 
as mentioned in note 4. Furthermore, Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra manu-
scripts are also available electronically as facsimiles reproduced from 
various microfilms of the National Archives at Delhi on a set of 
CD-ROMs published by the Rissho University. Here, the Gilgit 
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manuscripts are found on CD-ROM Vol. II nos. 9 and 10 containing 
only the serial numbers 44, 4�, and 47.

All of the Gilgit manuscripts of the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra are 
written on birch bark, with the notable exception of manuscript no. 48 
(“Group C”) written on so called “clay-coated paper,” which was 
described and chemically analysed by R. Kishore: A Clay-coated 
manuscript in the Gilgit Collection. The Indian Archives. New Delhi 1�. 
19��/��, p. 1-�. This is the only Gilgit manuscript in its entirety written 
on this particular sort of “paper,” while very few other manuscripts, e.g., 
no. �� Saµghå†asËtra (manuscript “F”) are written partly on birch bark 
and partly on “paper.”

Only rarely colophons of the Gilgit manuscripts are preserved. By 
lucky coincidence, two Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra manuscripts are 
among them. This is of eminent interest and importance, because the 
persons mentioned in the colophons as donors of the manuscript are, at 
the same time, the first worshippers of the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra, 
whom we know by name. These names were probably kept alive in the 
local Buddhist community also after the manuscript was donated. For it 
is said in the Íayanåsanavastu of the MËlasarvåstivådavinaya8: 

uktaµ ca bhagavatå abhyat¥takålagatånåµ dånapat¥nåµ nåmnå 
dak∑iˆå åde∑†avyå iti. saµghasthaviro ’bhyat¥takålagatånåµ 
dånapat¥nåµ arthåya gåthåµ bhå∑ate

“And it was said by the Lord: ‘Reward must be ascribed by name to the 
deceased, passed away donors.’ The senior-most monk in the commu-
nity recites a verse for the benefit of the deceased, passed away donors.” 

Although this paragraph refers to the donation of a monastery, it is not 
at all unlikely that other donations such as manuscripts, which were held 
in high esteem, were also accompanied by a recitation of the names of 
those who donated them. Moreover, it seems likely although this is not 
clearly stated in the text quoted above that it was a custom to repeat the 
recitation of the names of the deceased donors to keep alive their 
memory. Thus it is not impossible that the names of the donors of the 
Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra were remembered in Gilgit over a longer 
period of time. 

Fortunately, it is certain that we have at least the colophon to manu-
script “C,” because the end of the text immediately precedes the 
colophon, or better colophons. For there is first a colophon added to the 
text of the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra and a second one composed by and 
for the donors of the individual manuscripts.
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The colophon attached to manuscript “C” marks the beginning of one 
line of the manuscript tradition in which a colophon with a string of 
attributes praising the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra is used comprising the 
verse:

aµgårakar∑Ë∫ gåhitvå åkramya k∑urasaµstaraµ. 
gantavyaµ kulaputreˆa yatra sËtram ida[µ] bhavet. 

“A son of a good family must go where the SËtra is (even)
after having dived into pits (filled with) burning coals,
having stepped upon scattered razors.”

This line is continued until the end of the Nepalese manuscript tradition 
in the 19th century, while this verse (and other verses added 
occasionally) are missing in a second line of the manuscript tradition, 
which begins in the 11th century in Nepal9. 

The colophon of manuscript “C” was made known by Sylvain Lévi as 
early as in 19�2 in the very first publication of texts from the Gilgit find. 
The text given here is based on “Die Palola ›åhis” p. 81f. No. 41B with 
some minor corrections10:

… yatra sËtram ida[µ] bhavet || /1/ devadharme (!) yaµ 
mahåsraddhopåsaka (1) lerak∑iˆena. (2) tathå sardhaµ ßiri/2/yena. (3) 
tathå ßußureˆa. (4) tathå mahåßiriyena. (5) tathå chchå∂ipuru∑e 
sithusighena. (6) tathå sårdhaµ putraena. (7) tathå vå/3/ßåsighena 
leranihelapatinå. (8) tathå j¥vasidhiyena. (9) tathå vupharˆena. (10) 
sidhasighena. /4/ (11) tathå sårdhaµ mahådharmabhåˆaka åcårya 
bhik∑u krayådhana kalyåˆatråt[e]na. (12) tathå sårdhaµ 
mahådharmabhåˆaka bhik∑u dhrarme/5/dramatinå. (13) tathå sårdhaµ 
a∑†auliyena saµcavamena. (14) tathå sårdhaµ bhik∑unå k∑emaena. (15) 
tathå cikirir∑eˆa. (16) tathå sårdhaµ /6/ bur¥sukhena. (17) tathå 
sårdhaµ såitåpuru∑e vargasighena. (18) tathå måtumena. (18a) 
j¥vak∑inena. (19) tathå ma∫galaßiriyena /7/ (20) tathå burĭk∑iˆena. (21) 
tathå sårdhaµ cvavaßiriyena. (22) tathå kulåc¥na apar∑ikena. (23) tathå 
khukhuphanena. (24) tathå pevo†h¥/8/yena. (25) tathå daßiyena. (26) 
tathå ßåraßriyena. (27) tathå mulåriyena. (28) tathå utrupharˆena. (29) 
tathå kararatsena. /9/ (30) tathå kålagatena pitunå cikirir∑eˆa. (31) 
kålagata vålosenana(!). (32) kålagata sagarkaena. (33) kålagata vå/10/
sathËlena. (34) kålagata khukhathËlena. (35) kålagata khukhiyena. (36) 
kålagata pharˆena. (37) kålagata cvarmak∑iˆena. /11/ (38) kålagata 
lerapukhrena. (39) kålagata putreˆaˆa (!) ßËlaphanana. (40) kålagata 
mitapharˆena. (41) kålagata khukha/12/ + (ß)ena. (42) kålagata si + + 
+ + +. (43) (kålagata vålo)sighena
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“This is the pious donation by (1) the most devout upåsaka Lerak∑iˆa. 
(2) together with Íiri/2/. (�) with Íußura. (4) with Mahåßiri. (�) with 
Chchå∂ipuru∑e-Sithusi∫gha11. (�) together with (his?) son. (7) with 
Vå/�/ßåsi∫gha Lera-nihelapati. (8) with J¥vasidhi. (9) with Vupharˆa. 
(10) Sidhasi∫gha. /4/ (11) together with the Mahådharmabhåˆaka (and) 
Ócårya the monk Krayådhana Kalyåˆatråta. (12) together with the 
Mahådharmabhåˆaka the monk Dhrarme/�/dramati. (1�) together with 
A∑†auli(ya) Saµcavama. (14) together with the monk K∑ema. (1�) with 
Cikirir∑a. (1�) together with /�/ Bur¥sukha. (17) together with 
Såitåpuru∑e-Vargasi∫gha. (18) with Måtuma. (18a) J¥vak∑ina. (19) with 
Ma∫galaßiri /7/ (20) with Bur˚k∑iˆa. (21) together with Cvavaßiri. (22) 
with Kulåc¥na Apar∑ika. (2�) with Khukhuphana. (24) with Pevo†hi /8/. 
(2�) with Daßi. (2�) with Íåraßri. (27) with Mulåri. (28) with 
Utrupharˆa. (29) with Kararatsa. /9/ (�0) with the deceased father 
Cikirir∑a. (�1) the deceased Vålosena. (�2) the deceased Sagarka. (��) 
the deceased Vå/10/sathËla. (�4) the deceased KhukhathËla. (��) the 
deceased Khukhi. (��) the deceased Pharˆa. (�7) the deceased 
Cvarmak∑iˆa. /11/ (�8) the deceased Lerapukhra. (�9) (his?) deceased 
son ÍËlaphana. (40) the deceased Mitapharˆa. (41) the deceased 
Khukha/12/ + (ß)a. (42) the deceased Si + + + + +. (4�) the deceased 
Vålosi∫gha.”

This, then, is the first time in the history of Indian Buddhism that a 
group of lay people venerating the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra speaks to 
us directly. 

The names are discussed in some detail in “Die Kolophone der Gilgit-
Handschriften12.” They point to fairly international group of donors. 
Names ending in °pha(r)ˆa (nos 9, 2�, 28, ��, �9, 40) show Iranian 
influence as does no. �8 Lera-pukhra containing the Iranian, possibly 
Bactrian or Parthian word for “son” pukhra1�, which is also discussed 
below. On the other hand those containing the element puru∑e (nos. � 
and 17) point to a local language of the Gilgit area, Burushaski, as do 
those formed with khukha/khukhu (nos. �4, ��, 41). Others are hybrid 
names such as the Burushaski-Iranian name no. 2� Khukhuphana, and 
many are simply obscure. 

It is not only the large number of names that point to a major 
donation. There are three monks involved in this project (nos. 11, 12, 
14), the first two being senior monks as mahådharmabhåˆakas. 
Obviously, the more venerable monk, as indicated by his titles Mahå-
dharmabhåˆaka and Ócårya, Krayådhana Kalyåˆatråta is named first. 
The word krayådhana or perhaps rather krayådhara as read by Sylvain 
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Lévi is obscure but should also be a title14. The next person is the 
Mahådharmabhåˆaka the monk Dhrarmedramati, whose name cor-
responds to standard Sanskrit Dharmendramati. The peculiar linguistic 
form of his name is of particular interest because dhrarma instead of 
dharma shows a typically north-western linguistic feature the so-called 
“Dardic metathesis of liquids,” which confirms that this was a local 
monk and, consequently, that the donation was in all likelihood a local 
project. 

The following name no. 1� A∑†auliya Saµcavama is enigmatic. The 
name in itself is obscure; a∑†auliya or a∑†auli should be a title, higher in 
rank than that of a simple monk (bhik∑u), because Saµcavama precedes 
the bhik∑u K∑ema.

It should be noted that the names of all three monks are Sanskrit, 
while otherwise names that could be derived from Sanskrit constitute a 
small minority of six out of probably 44 persons enumerated (2, 4, 8, 10, 
18a[?], 19). For, given the obscure derivation of most names, it is by no 
means always clear how to segment names and titles, and consequently 
to arrive at an exact number of donors.

Fourteen of the at least forty-four persons mentioned in the colophon 
were dead at the moment of the donation (nos. �0-4�), and, 
consequently, the merit made was transferred to them. The first among 
the deceased is no. �0 the father Cikirir∑a, and it is remarkable that there 
is a second living person also named Cikirir∑a (no. 1�). Most likely the 
deceased Cikirir∑a was the father of the principal donor Lerak∑iˆa, who 
might be an Iranian, if no. �8 Lerapukhra is compared1�. Moreover no. 
20 Buri-k∑iˆa can be compared to no. 1 Lera-k∑iˆa, and, furthermore no. 
1� Bur¥-sukha to Buri-k∑iˆa. If Lera is the son of Lerak∑iˆa, he is named 
after his father as is Mamu-pukhra after his mother (see below).

It is striking that at a first glance not a single woman seems to have 
participated in the donation, because all names end in -(y)ena, a 
masculine ending. This is all the more astonishing once the Gilgit 
bronzes are compared where women abound. However, this impression 
is a deception, because in these formulas masculine case endings are 
also used with feminine personal names. Therefore, names such as 
°ßiriyena may well be ending in °ßr¥, and could be feminine (or 
masculine, of course). However, no. 24 Pevo†h¥ certainly is a lady, as are 
most likely no. 2� Daßi, no. 2� Íåraßr¥, no. 27 Mulåri, and no. 19 
Ma∫galaßr¥, and moreover, no. 2 Íiri (Ír¥), perhaps the wife of 
Lerak∑iˆa placed next to him (?) and no. 4 Mahåßr¥. Thus at least seven 
ladies are mentioned.
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Masculine names ending in -o†(h)a- are well attested in the 
inscriptions along the Upper Indus, the area where all these people most 
likely lived, and these names have regularly feminine forms ending in 
-o†(h)¥-. Thus, the name Pevo†h¥ again points inhabitants of the (perhaps 
wider) Gilgit area as donors.

It is not entirely certain whether or not a stray folio without 
pagination contains the colophon to manuscript “A,” which is connected 
only tentatively to this manuscript by S. Watanabe. The size however 
seems to fit. The reading of the colophon, which was published in “Die 
Palola ›åhis,” no. 40B p. 80 could be improved in many places by the 
help of the excellent photos prepared for the planned new facsimile 
edition1�.

/1/ ](s)ya. (1) tathå sårdhaµ mahåßraddhopåsikƒ mamußiriyena. (2) 
mamupukhrasya. (3) tathå sårdhaµ vålopharˆasya (4) tathå sårdhaµ 
mahåga[µ]{ja}pati d¥l¥ka agaco /2/  [ … tath]å sårdhaµ (5) sadåvida-
vagåtureˆa. (6) tathå sårdhaµ mahå(∑†ha) åramatideßapharˆasya. (7) 
tahå sårdhaµ kh¥tåµ-puru∑eˆa gakhrapatinåµ. (8) tathå sårdhaµ sa/3/ 
[ …] sarvasatvånåµ anut(!)a{ra}jñånavåpunåyå bhavati. ||

The first half of the folio containing approximately 18 ak∑aras in each 
line is lost, if complete folios of this manuscript are compared. In case 
the colophon started in line 1 as usual by deyadharmo yaµ (� ak∑aras), 
the name of the principal donor (� ak∑aras) tathå sårdhaµ (� ak∑aras) 
and the name of a second donor (� ak∑aras) are lost, or, alternatively, 
only the name of the principal donor (� ak∑aras) and his title, e.g., 
mahåßraddhopåsaka (7 ak∑aras). At a first glance the clearly recogniz-
able remains of the genitive ending ]sya at the beginning of line 1 seem 
to favour the second alternative. However, tathå sårdhaµ is also used 
together with the genitive instead of the instrumental case in this and 
other colophons.

In lines 2 and � again 18 ak∑aras each are missing. Here, it is 
impossible to estimate the number of donors, which could fill the gap, 
because of the varying length of names and titles. However, two names 
are the minimum of the text lost, and probably three the maximum, 
because yad atra puˆyaµ or the like should have preceded sarva-
satvånaµ in line �, which is written with a gap in the middle of the word 
as sarvasa (gap) tvånåµ because of a knothole. Therefore, about alto-
gether a dozen persons participated in the donation among them again 
one lady no. 2 Mamußiri, a most devout upåsikå, and her son named 
obviously after his mother “the son of Mamu.” This is remarkable, 
because in ancient India, mothers are named after their sons not the 
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other way round, a well-known example being the former wife of the 
Buddha called Råhulamåtå. In the colophon of manuscript “C” the name 
no. �8 Lera-pukhra, who is perhaps named after his father, if he is the 
deceased son of the principal donor no. 1 Lerak∑iˆa is equally remark-
able. Again there are Iranian names, such as no. � Vålopharˆa, cf. 
colophon “C” no. 4� Vålo-si∫gha and no. �2 Vålo-sena, and one 
Burusho no. 7 Kh¥tåµ-puru∑a Gakhrapati, but not a single Sanskrit 
name. Most names and titles are obscure. It is not impossible that no. 4 
is a mahågaµ{ja}pati “great treasurer” if the scribe dropped one 
character as in anut(!)ajñåna° for anuttarajñåna°. The Iranian title 
(mahå)gaµjapati occurs occasionally in inscriptions on bronzes17.

Thus the assumed colophon of the manuscript containing group “A” 
confirms the conclusions drawn from the colophon of group “C” that the 
Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra was venerated by Buddhists from the Gilgit 
area as first of all the Burushaski names indicate, and by devotees with 
an Iranian background, most likely from Central Asia. This Central 
Asian connection is well known from other sources. Suffice it to recall 
the Soghdian merchants writing their names on the rocks at Shatial18. 
Moreover, it is well known that many fragmentary manuscripts and the 
voluminous Kashgar (Khotan) manuscript of the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥ka-
sËtra bear ample witness of the immense popularity of this text in 
particular in the Khotan area19. The predilection of one particular 
Buddhist text shared by Buddhists in Gilgit and in Khotan is well known 
also in the case of the Saµghå†asËtra. The Saµghå†asËtra is better 
attested in Gilgit than any other text with traces of altogether eight 
manuscripts preserved in the Gilgit library followed with four 
manuscripts each by the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥ka- and the Bhai∑ajyaguru-
sËtras. This again underlines the exceptional importance of the 
Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra for the Buddhists in ancient Gilgit, which can 
be substantiated further in going beyond the evidence collected from the 
manuscripts of the Gilgit library alone and looking also at other 
Buddhist documents from Gilgit. 

Long ago the art historian Pran Gopal Paul drew attention to a 
possible connection between the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra and one of 
the Gilgit bronzes in his thesis “Early Sculpture of Kashmir.20” Paul 
maintained that the Gilgit bronze donated by the Palola ›åhi 
Nandivikramådityanandi in the (Laukika) year 80 on the eighth bright 
day of the month Vaißåkha (= 20th April 714) can be interpreted as 
Íåkyamuni in the light of a paragraph found in the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥ka-
sËtra (plate 1)21. For it is said in the tenth chapter, the Dharmabhåˆa- 
kaparivarta:
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tathågatapåˆiparimårjitamËrdhånaß ca te (sc. kulaputrå vå 
kuladuhitaro vå) bhavi∑yanti ya imaµ dharmaparyåyaµ tathågatasya 
parinirv®tasya ßraddadhi∑yanti våcayi∑yanti likhi∑yanti satkari∑yanti 
gurukari∑yanti pare∑åµ ca saµßråvayi∑yanti, SP (ed. H. Kern 2�1,�-�)

“The head of sons or daughters from good families, who after the 
Nirvåˆa of the Tathågata, will put their faith into this exposition of the 
Dharma (sc. the Lotus SËtra), have it recited, write it, honour it, 
venerate it, and recite it to others will be touched by the hand of the 
Tathågata.”

The text is even more explicit in the twenty-sixth chapter, the Samanta-
bhadrotsåhanaparivarta, when it is said again in connection with 
dharmabhåˆakas and with Samantabhadra also referring to the 
Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra:

Íåkyamuninå ca tathågatena te∑åµ mËrdhni påˆi˙ prati∑†håpito 
bhavi∑yati, SP (ed. H. Kern 480,� foll.)

“The hand will be placed upon the head of those (who venerate 
Samantabhadra and hear the Lotus SËtra) by the Tathågata Íåkyamuni.”

It is not at all impossible that the artist(s), who created the bronze for 
King Nandivikramådityanandi and, of course the donor himself, were 
inspired by this paragraph in the Lotus SËtra. If so, the book carried by 
the supposed Buddha Íåkyamuni might well be a copy of this text22. It 
should be kept in mind, however, that the iconography of the bronzes 
cast for the Palola ›åhis is still poorly, if at all understood. At any rate 
the idea that the very unusual gesture of the Buddha’s right hand was 
inspired by reading the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra available in four 
copies in the Gilgit library cannot be rejected from the very beginning, 
whether the donor had the Tathågata Íåkyamuni in mind or not. 

We are on much safer ground, if an image discovered at the site of 
Hodur a few years ago is compared (plate 2)2�. Here, we see two 
Buddhas sitting on either side of a stËpa. This, of course, is a representa-
tion of the Buddhas Íåkyamuni and PrabhËtaratna as described in the 
eleventh chapter of the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra. Although it is said in 
the text that PrabhËtaratna invites Íåkyamuni to share his seat inside the 
stËpa magically opened by the Buddha Íåkyamuni, it is usual in 
Chinese art to show both Buddhas by the side of the stËpa. The 
representation of this famous episode, popular as it was in China, was 
completely absent from Indian art so far. Consequently, the importance 
of this drawing on a rock at Hodur is considerable.
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This image was perhaps drawn by or for a traveller well known from 
other inscriptions, although it is not certain to which of the two stËpas 
the votive inscription written between the two images relates24:

/line 1/ devaddharmo yaµ /2/ am®tendrå[laµkå]rasya

“This is the pious gift of Am®tendrålaµkåra.”

Even if his name is partly destroyed, it can be read with confidence, 
because it is a rare name and it occurs written by the same hand more 
than once. As we find inscriptions with the name Am®tendrålaµkåra in 
more sites than that of any other traveller, it is possible to trace the route 
followed by Am®tendrålaµkåra along the Upper Indus for about �0 km 
from Shing Nala via Gichi Nala and Hodur ending up at Thor.

Among the travellers tracking along the Upper Indus were also three 
dharmabhåˆakas, “Reciters of the Law” whom we meet in two inscrip-
tions found at the site of Oshibat2�. Interestingly, all three reciters 
emphasise the fact that they are travellers:

 I. /line 1/ vicarati dharmavåˆaka ßËra /2/ carmavidakama+ /3/ vicarati 
dharmabhåˆaka påla (11:4)

 II. vicarati guˆasena dharmabhåˆa[ka] (1�:9)

 I. “The Reciter of the Law, ÍËra wanders about. Carmavidakama (??). 
The Reciter of the Law Påla wanders about.”—II. “Guˆasena the 
Reciter of the Law wanders about.”

This matches the evidence found in the colophons of the Saddharma- 
puˆ∂ar¥kasËtra manuscript “A” where two dharmabhåˆakas participated 
in the donation. Moreover, still another dharmabhåˆaka named 
Narendradatta copied the manuscript of the Ajitasenavyåkaraˆa also 
preserved in the Gilgit Library. 

Consequently, the presence of at least five persons, two of them as 
Kalyåˆatråta and Dharmendramati, both mentioned in the colophon of 
the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra, and both being monks, are classified as 
dharmabhåˆakas. It is certainly not by chance that dharmabhåˆakas are 
connected to the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra, which praises those who 
propagate the law not only in the tenth chapter, the Dharmabhåˆaka-
parivarta. Thus this text can also be seen as a reassurance of the 
dharmabhåˆakas living and preaching perhaps under the strain of partly 
unfavourable conditions when they reached out from Buddhist Gilgit to 
other remote areas in the Karakorum. The author of the so-called 
Mahåyåna-MahåparinirvåˆasËtra or better MahåparinirvåˆamahåsËtra, 
might have had a similar situation in mind when he wrote the following 
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sentences quoted from the English summary added to his book by M. 
Shimoda2�: “The dharmakathikas (or dharmabhåˆakas) allow laymen to 
arm themselves in order to protect the åcårya without accepting the five 
precepts. They wander through dangerous areas and over mountains 
accompanied by lay people including Caˆ∂ålas.” This almost reads like 
a description of a journey along the Indus and demonstrates, how 
inscriptions and literature shed light upon each other. 

From another Gilgit manuscript we learn that the dharmabhåˆakas 
also sought magical protection. For, there is a special Dhåraˆ¥ in the 
Ratnaketuparivarta27, which does not only protect dharmabhåˆakas 
against all sort of diseases, but in particular against ill health 
(dhåtusaµk∑obha) resulting from bad karma and leading to a “distur-
bance of the articulation” (svarasaµk∑obha) thus destroying their ability 
to recite the teaching of the Buddha properly.

Of course bhåˆakas are mentioned frequently in Buddhist literature28. 
To quote only one more example from Gilgit:

bhagavån åha. dharmabhåˆaka˙ sarvasËra tathågatasamo jñåtavya˙. 
sarvasËra åha. katamo dharmabhåˆaka˙. bhagavån åha. ya˙ 
saµghå†aµ sËtraµ ßråvayati sa dharmabhåˆaka˙, Saµghå†asutra § 4�29

“The Lord said: ‘A reciter of the Law (dharmabhåˆaka), SarvaßËra, 
must be regarded like a Tathågata.’ SarvaßËra said: ‘Which reciter of the 
Law?’ The Lord said: ‘Who ever recites the Saµghå†asËtra.’”

In the same way all sËtras, which mention dharmabhåˆakas praise the 
reciter of that very text, of course. Still the fact remains remarkable that 
two dharmabhåˆakas are mentioned in the colophon of the Saddha-
rmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra which devotes a whole chapter to the reciters of the 
Law and that three additional dharmabhåˆakas occur in inscriptions of 
the area. 

All these observations around the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra manu-
scripts demonstrate that this text was firmly embedded in the Buddhist 
culture of Gilgit during the reign of the Palola ›åhis from the late sixth 
to the early eighth centuries. The literary tradition of the text was 
cultivated by copying manuscripts of the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra. As 
far it is possible to draw conclusions from the colophons, these 
manuscripts were used in worship. Furthermore, the Saddharmapuˆ- 
∂ar¥kasËtra most likely served as a source of inspiration when the Palola 
›åhi Nandivikramådityanandi conceived the unusual iconography of his 
bronze dedicated in the year AD 714 a few days before the important 
date of the VißåkhapËjå, the full-moon of the month Vißåkha, 
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traditionally the date of the Buddha’s birth, enlightenment and Nirvåˆa. 
Lastly, two dharmabhåˆakas, Buddhist monks who propagated the Law 
organized one of the extant Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra manuscripts to be 
copied for the benefit and merit of a large group of laypeople with a 
widely varied ethnic background. This shows the universal veneration of 
the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra across many different nationalities far 
beyond Gilgit. 

Consequently, the Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra manuscripts recovered 
from the Gilgit Library not only preserve for the first time, without 
being complete however, large parts of the text. For the presence of the 
Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥kasËtra is, moreover, felt in many areas of Buddhist 
religion and Buddhist culture in ancient Gilgit. This is by far more than 
any other find of manuscripts from ancient India can tell about the 
immediate impact of the Lotus SËtra.
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